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Abstract—Named Data Networking (NDN) is a relatively new
architecture, adhering to the Information-Centric Networking
(ICN) paradigm, which focuses on explicitly named, routable and
addressable content. While addressing and overcoming some of
the current Internet issues, ICN is also affected by its own ones.
Among those, content caching can be exploited, together with the
Content Fetch Time (CFT), to identify the contents requested by
the users. This attack is reactive, since the attacker infers whether
a content has been requested after the victim has already sent a
request for it. The defence mechanisms rely on the modification
of the CFT, which, despite defending the users, also damage them
from a usability point of view.

In this paper, we investigate an enhanced version of the
attack, which is proactive and is still feasible even under enabled
countermeasures. In the proactive attack, the attacker forces a
router to cache a content and only afterwards checks whether the
victim sends requests for that content. With respect to the reactive
attack the proactive one: (i) is resilient to the existing defence
mechanisms; (ii) can be applied for both popular and unpopular
contents; (iii) can be used also in case of multiple users connected
to the same router of the victim. After several simulations, we
identified the parameters required to setup the proactive attack
and proved its feasibility, both in terms of effectiveness and in
terms of bypassing the existing countermeasures. We, finally,
explored new possible countermeasures.

I. INTRODUCTION

The paradigm shift in the Internet usage exposed its design
limitations and motivated research to explore new solutions.
Among those, ICN [1] is a relatively new inter-networking
paradigm where content, rather than a host or an interface,
plays the central role. Among the different architectures ad-
hering to the ICN paradigm, NDN [2] is the most well-known.
NDN directly addresses content using unique network names,
instead of establishing communication between a source and
a destination through packets, as in IP. A consumer requests
desired content by issuing an interest carrying the content
name. Then, the network is in charge of finding and returning
the nearest copy of requested content. To this end, NDN
features the ubiquitous content caching, according to which
any host/router can store a copy of the content it receives or

forwards, and use it to satisfy subsequent requests. Despite its
benefits [3], content caching has raised some privacy concerns
in the past [4], [5], such as the so called cache privacy attack
(CPA): an attacker, that shares a first-hop router with the
victim, can exploit timing information to infer if the victim
requested a content C. To do so, the attacker can issue an
interest for C and compare the CFT with the Round Trip Time
(RTT) from the first-hop router. If those times match, it means
the victim has previously requested the content, which has
been consequently cached in the router. Among the proposed
countermeasures [5], [6], [7], the delay-based approaches [4],
[5] apply a delay to emulate the actual CFT needed to retrieve
the content from the producer.

In this paper, we describe a new CPA, which proves that,
even under enabled countermeasures, the timing information
can be used to infer the content requested by the victim. While
the previously identified CPA is reactive, i.e., the attacker acts
after the victim requests a content, we propose a proactive
attack: the attacker forces a router to cache a content and, then,
she exploits machine learning techniques [8], [9] to analyze
the victim network traffic and infer whether the content has
been requested.

The proactive attack differs from its reactive counterpart in
several ways:

• The combination of timing and traffic information makes
the attack resilient to previously proposed delay-based
countermeasures [5], [6], [7];

• Pre-populating a router cache allows the attack to be
conducted on any content, even on an unpopular (perhaps
sensitive) one, which is unlikely to be cached since
usually requested only by few users;

• The attack works even in presence of many users sharing
the same first-hop router since it relies on the layer-
2 identifiers (e.g., MAC addresses) to identify victim’s
traffic.

Contribution.
• We investigated the first proactive CPA in NDN by978-1-7281-4973-8/20/$31.00 c© 2020 IEEE
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exploiting the in-network caching and timing features;
• We implemented the attack and proved its feasibility by

performing several experiments;
• We proved that the attack can bypass the existing coun-

termeasures;
• We considered several defence mechanisms.

Organization. In Section II, we provide a brief overview
on NDN, while in Section III on related work. Section IV
describes our threat model and Section V our attack. In
Section VI, we present the experimental results, while, in
Section VII, we discuss about the effectiveness of the attack
and possible countermeasures. We conclude in Section VIII.

II. BACKGROUND

A. NDN overview

In NDN, the communication follows a pull approach: con-
tent (i.e., data) is delivered to consumers only upon (prior)
explicit request (i.e., interest) for that content. To support this
paradigm, hosts and routers have three main data structures:
the Content Store (CS), which caches contents to reduce
network congestion and enable faster delivery to consumers;
the Pending Interest Table (PIT), which keeps track of the
pending interests (i.e., not yet satisfied by the corresponding
content) and of the incoming interfaces; the Forwarding In-
formation Base (FIB), which contains a list of name prefixes
and outgoing interfaces used to forward the interests. Then,
the communication works as follows: to retrieve a content C,
a consumer sends an interest IC in the network. Upon the
reception of IC , a router checks for matching content in its
CS and returns it, if available. Otherwise, the router performs
a lookup into the PIT to check for a pending interest carrying
the same name of IC . If a match is found, IC is collapsed
into the existing PIT entry and discarded, otherwise a new PIT
entry is created and IC is forwarded to the next hop. In both
cases, the IC incoming interface is stored in the PIT entry. If
no intermediate router can satisfy IC , the interest arrives to
the producer of C, which replies with the requested content.
The content C is forwarded back to the consumer following
the information in the routers’ PIT.

III. RELATED WORK

Privacy attacks. The reactive CPA [10] is only one of the
NDN privacy issues [11], [12] known to date. Its main goal
is to discover if a user has requested a specific content C.
To the best of our knowledge, all prior CPAs in NDN are
reactive in nature: the attack is successful only if the user has
already pulled C from the first-hop router. The most trivial
countermeasure is for the router to withhold releasing cached
content C by introducing an artificial delay, which maintains
the CFT equal to the RTT from the producer. Acs et al. [5]
proposed Random-Cache, wherein the delay is applied only to
the first k requests for a content C, and k is a value randomly
chosen for each cached content. Random-Cache achieves a
very high level of privacy against a reactive attacker, although
it reveals that C is stored in a router when a user experiences
a cache hit after k requests.

Cache pollution attacks. Cache pollution is the ability
to modify the true popularity of data in caches and it is
a pervasive threat in NDN since caching is a key feature.
Research results mostly focused on countermeasures against
this problem [13], [14], [15], without conducting a thorough
study about which parameters influence this type of attack.

Traffic analysis attacks. Dyer et al. [8] proved that “ef-
ficient” countermeasures against traffic analysis [16] still fail
when attacks based on other coarse-grained side-channels are
applied. Later, Cai et al. [17] showed that HTTPOS [18] and
randomized pipelining over Tor [19] can be defeated with
an accuracy higher than 50% when performing a website
fingerprinting attack. More recently, it has been shown how
to recognize some actions of the users by analyzing the traffic
generated by Android applications on mobile devices [20].
Finally, Panchenko et al. [9] showed that just by carefully
choosing the training set for the classifier and using informa-
tion about packet size, direction and ordering, it is possible to
carry out a powerful website fingerprinting attack at Internet
scale.

IV. THREAT MODEL AND ASSUMPTIONS

We considered the following attack scenarios:
(i) in Figure 1a, the victim and the attacker are connected
to the same router R1, identified by two separate interfaces;
(ii) in Figure 1b, the victim and the attacker communicate
with R1 through the same device, thus, the same interface.

WiFiAttacker

Victim

WiFi
R1

(a) First attack scenario.

R1

WiFi

WiFi

(b) Second attack scenario.

Fig. 1: Attack scenarios.

We assume that: the attacker knows the details of R1,
the content interest format guarantees a weak data privacy
model [21] and the communication between the victim and
the router is encrypted at layer 2. Finally, we assume that the
attacker can eavesdrop on victim network traffic and measure
the CFT.

V. DESIGN OF THE PROACTIVE CACHE PRIVACY ATTACK

The proactive CPA involves three steps: (i) preparation,
in which the attacker identifies the most effective parame-
ters’ values to load the decoy content in the first-hop router
cache (Section V-A); (ii) content loading, in which the
attacker forces the first-hop router to cache the decoy content
(Section V-B); (iii) traffic analysis, in which the attacker
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eavesdrops on the network traffic and determines whether the
victim has requested the decoy content (Section V-C).

A. Preparation

To complete the first step, the attacker has to perform a
cache pollution attack in both its configurations: false locality,
to cache the decoy content the victim might later request,
and locality disruption [22], [13], to prevent the eviction of
the decoy content from the cache through other legitimate
requests. To achieve her aim, the attacker has to evaluate the
following parameters:

• Dimension of polluting set. The polluting set is the set of
contents used by the attacker to pollute the cache through
the locality disruption attack. This set should guarantee
the longest caching time for the decoy content and the
highest percentage of polluted set in router cache.

• Attacker traffic pattern. To evaluate the effectiveness
of the attack for different content popularity, we consid-
ered both the Zipf-like distribution [23] and the round-
robin distribution [15]. The Zipf-like distribution is more
suitable for the false locality because: it allows to cache
contents in routers for long; it allows to cache a single
content as well as a set of contents; it is less prone to
detection [15], since honest consumers follow the same
pattern [24]. On the other hand, a round-robin attacker
sends requests for contents in a set [0, k], where k is the
size of the polluting set, and she is able to cause locality
disruption with little effort [15].

• Attacker interest sending rate. The attacker interest
sending rate depends on the amount of cache she wants
to pollute.

• Number of honest users. The more honest consumers
are connected to the same router as the attacker, the
higher will be the number of truthful requests that can
cause the eviction of the decoy content. Previous works
on cache pollution [15], [13] considered up to 15 honest
users spread over their networks, while we considered a
varying number between 5 and 50. When not otherwise
specified, the number of honest users is equal to five.

• Router cache size. Since tiny cache sizes are not realis-
tic [14], we only considered caches capable of storing at
least 2000 content packets.

• Router cache replacement policy. We investigated the
effectiveness of our attack under Least Recently Used
(LRU), Least Frequently Used (LFU), and First In First
Out (FIFO) policies. When not otherwise specified,
routers will use LRU as a cache replacement policy.

B. Execution (Phase I)

Phase I consists in the algorithm shown in Fig. 2:
• Step 1. The attacker sends an interest for content C and

measures CFT1c. We assume that C is not cached in
the first-hop router and is retrieved from a farther node.
Thus, CFT1c is the worst CFT measured by the attacker
for C.

• Step 2. The attacker sends a new request for C and saves
CFT2c.

• Step 3. The attacker compares CFT1c and CFT2c. If
they are equal, she infers the content is not cached in the
first-hop router yet, ignores CFT2c and repeats Step 2.
If they are different, the attacker cannot infer the content
location and she moves forward to Step 4.

• Step 4. The attacker sends a new request for C and saves
CFT3c.

• Step 5. The attacker compares CFT2c and CFT3c and
concludes as follows:
– CFT2c and CFT3c match: the content is cached and

the router applies no delay-based countermeasures;
– CFT2c and CFT3c have almost the same value:

the content is cached and the router applies a static
delay countermeasure, since variability on the CFT
introduced by a static delay is expected to be low;

– CFT2c and CFT3c differ: the attacker concludes that
either the cached contents have changed due to requests
of other consumers or the router is applying a random
delay countermeasure. In both cases, the attacker goes
back to Step 2 and repeats the algorithm. If the router
is applying a random delay countermeasure, after k
repetitions of the algorithm, the attacker reaches the
threshold value after which the router stops modifying
the CFT.

The attacker follows this algorithm to cache a single con-
tent both in false locality and in locality disruption attack.
However, in the former, the attacker switches to Phase II as
soon as the decoy content is cached and uses the algorithm
to verify that the decoy content is still cached. In the locality
disruption case, the attacker keeps repeating the algorithm to
fill the router cache.

C. Execution (Phase II)

Phase II involves monitoring the network traffic generated
by the victim to infer if the victim requests the decoy content.
This evidence can be observed if all the following conditions
are satisfied: (i) the CFT for the victim to fetch a content is
close to the RTT between the victim and the router; (ii) the
size of data packets received by the victim match the size of
the decoy content data packets; (iii) the number of the data
packets received by the victim match the decoy content ones.

Several prior works [8], [9], [25], [17], [18], [19], [20]
address network traffic analysis attacks and their countermea-
sures. Even though they consider the TCP/IP architecture, they
rely on features (e.g., packet size, consumed bandwidth) that
do not depend on the architecture and are available also in
an encrypted and anonymous communication. Thus, the same
approaches are applicable to the ICN context.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULTS

As it is common practice in ICN research, we evaluated
our attack in a simulated environment and we present here the
experimental results concerning the preparation and Phase I
of the attack.
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Start

Attacker sends an interest for 
content C and saves the CFT1c

Attacker sends an interest for 
content C and saves the CFT2c

Attacker sends an interest for 
content C and saves the CFT3c

CTF1c = CFT2c
(Have CTF1c and 
CTF2c exactly the 

same value?)

CFT2c ~ CFT3c
(Have CTF2c and 
CTF3c a similar 

value?)

No

Yes

No

Yes

1

2

3

4

5

Either cached contents 
changed due to other 

consumers’ requests or 
router is applying 

random delay 
countermeasure. 

If the times have the 
same value, the 
content is cached and 
the router has no 
countermeasures. 
If the times have 
similar values, the 
content is cached and 
the router applies static 
delay countermeasure.  

End

Fig. 2: Phase I Algorithm.

A. Preparation

To consider the impact of different values for the parameters
discussed in Section V-A, we ran several simulations in
ndnSIM 2.3 [26], [27], i.e., the main NS-3 based simulator
for NDN networks. All simulations were run in the 0.5-4
minute range. When not otherwise specified, the duration of
a simulation is 60 seconds. The network topology involves a
set of benign consumers and an attacker, all connected to the
same NDN router. We assume that all parties request contents:
the former as a result of a regular user activity in the Internet,
while the latter to conduct a proactive CPA. Finally, the benign
consumers and the attacker request content from two disjoint
sets, which is the worst-case, since the attacker has to compete
with the benign consumers to pollute the cache.

Dimension of polluting set. Figure 3 and Figure 4 show
how different sizes of the polluting set, with respect to the
router cache size, affect the amount of time the decoy content
is cached and the amount of polluted cache. Figure 3 shows
the most popular decoy content, while Figure 4 the five most
popular ones. We assume to have a Zipf-like attacker, which
uses the 5% of the polluting set as sensitive content and the
remaining 95% for polluting the cache. The horizontal axis
uses a logarithmic scale, while the vertical one shows the time
spent in cache by the decoy content (plotted in black) and the

percentage of cache polluted at the end of a simulation (plotted
in red).
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Fig. 3: Effectiveness of the attack according to different
polluting set size with a Zipf-like attacker – Most popular
content.
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Fig. 4: Effectiveness of the attack according to different
polluting set size with a Zipf-like attacker – Top 5 popular
contents.

As shown in the figures, the attacker can make a small set
of content stay cached approximately for the whole duration
of the attack simulation, while being able to pollute large
fractions of the cache.

Attacker traffic pattern. As shown in Figure 5, the Zipf-
like attacker is more effective when the set size is large: with
a polluting set size equal to the 10000% of the router cache
size, the polluting set contents stay in cache for half of the
whole simulation.
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Fig. 5: Effectiveness of the attack with a Zipf-like attacker.

As shown in Figure 6, the round-robin attacker achieves
good results when the polluting set is smaller than the cache
size. The plot shows two straight curves caused by the criterion
used to retrieve contents from the polluting set. After a
threshold, for every request of a new content, the attacker
can trigger the eviction of another content of the polluting
set, causing the self-eviction phenomenon. Thus, after that
threshold, each polluting content stays in cache only for a
while, without being chosen again by the round-robin attacker.
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Moreover, due to the self-eviction phenomenon, the percentage
of cache polluted set cannot go above 75.25%.
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Fig. 6: Effectiveness of the attack with a round-robin attacker.

Attacker interest sending rate. We considered an attacker
interest sending rate varying between 1 and 25.

Number of honest users. Figure 7a and Figure 7b show the
effectiveness of a false locality attack for a round-robin and a
Zipf-like attacker with different attacker interest sending rates
and different number of honest users connected to the same
router.
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(a) Round-robin attacker
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(b) Zipf-like attacker

Fig. 7: False locality with different numbers of honest users.

The shape of the curves in both figures is approximately
the same for different number of users. However, a round-
robin attacker performs better for high values of attacker
interesting sending rate, whereas a Zipf-like attacker behaves
in the opposite way.

Figure 8a and Figure 8b show the same scenario for a lo-
cality disruption attack. For both attacker types, the percentage
of polluted cache grows monotonically and the attackers have
approximately the same effectiveness: the more requests they
issue, the more chances they have to evict contents requested
by a honest user.

To conclude, the more users are connected to the same first-
hop router, the less effective the attack is.

Router cache size. The cache size varies from 2000 packets
(∼3MB) to 16000 packets (∼24MB), similarly to previous
works [15].

Figure 9a and Figure 9b show the effectiveness of a false
locality attack for a round-robin and a Zipf-like attacker with
different attacker interest sending rates and different router
cache sizes. Considering the round-robin attacker, all curves
have the same behaviour, even if shifted along the x-axis
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(a) Round-robin attacker
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(b) Zipf-like attacker

Fig. 8: Locality disruption with different numbers of honest
users.

according to the router cache size. The negative spikes corre-
spond to the scenario in which the attacker interest sending
rate is not high enough to prevent polluted content from being
evicted by honest requests, and not low enough to avoid self-
eviction. The effectiveness of a Zipf-like attacker decreases
with a growing interesting sending rate, since less popular
contents start being requested more than before, causing the
self-eviction phenomenon to occur more frequently. However,
when the cache size is big enough, the 10% of the contents is
cached for almost the entire duration of the simulation for
an attacker interest sending rate less or equal to 10. This
happens because with large caches, the self-eviction starts to
be noticeable at high values of attacker interest sending rate,
since there is enough room to store more content in the router
cache.
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(b) Zipf-like attacker

Fig. 9: False locality with different cache sizes.

Figure 10a and Figure 10b show the same scenario in a
locality disruption attack. As before, the percentage of polluted
cache grows with higher attacker interest sending rate. In
particular, for each cache size the increase in effectiveness
is steep until a given value: looking at the corresponding false
locality graphs, we can notice that this is the value before the
negative spike. Hence, for an attacker it is convenient to raise
her interest sending rate until a local optimum for the trade-off
between false locality and locality disruption is met, regardless
of the attacker traffic pattern. Similarly to the analysis on the
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number of users, the results for a Zipf-like attacker and a
round-robin attacker are really similar under varying cache
sizes.
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(b) Zipf-like attacker

Fig. 10: Locality disruption with different cache sizes.

Router cache replacement policy. In general, the cache
replacement policies do not affect our attack. Only under LFU,
the effectiveness slightly decreases because it becomes more
difficult to evict popular contents requested by honest users.

B. Execution (Phase I)
To evaluate the precision of Algorithm I, we considered

a first scenario, with a router applying no countermeasure,
and a second scenario, with a router applying a static delay.
For each scenario, we then have two cases: the first, in
which the decoy content is cached when the attacker issues
an interest for it; the second, in which the decoy content is
evicted from the cache after a while. For each scenario, we
ran 200 simulations and we report the results in the confusion
matrices (Table I), in which ’1’ stands for “cached” and ’0’
for “evicted”, respectively. In all scenarios, the attacker uses
our algorithm to guess whether a content is still cached (1) or
not (0), just making its decision on the timing with which a
content is returned.

As shown in the confusion matrices, in the first scenario the
algorithm precision is maximum, since the attacker is always
able to infer whether the content is cached, while in the second,
the algorithm accuracy drops 5.5% without getting any false
positive.

Predicted

A
ct

ua
l 1 0

1 100 0
0 0 100

No countermeasure

Predicted

A
ct

ua
l 1 0
1 89 11
0 0 100

Static delay

TABLE I: Confusion matrices illustrating the precision of
Algorithm 1 used by the attacker to determine whether a
content is in router cache.

VII. DISCUSSION

Here, we discuss about the feasibility of the proactive
CPA (Section VII-A) and about its possible countermeasures
(Section VII-B).

A. Proactive Cache Privacy Attack Discussion

For the preparation step, an attacker can either choose
the Zipf-like distribution or the round-robin one. A Zipf-like
attacker is able to cache a small set of contents for almost
the whole duration of the preparation and is less prone to
detection since she uses the same traffic pattern as honest
consumers [15], [13] with a low interest sending rate (i.e.,
between 1 and 5 interests/sec). The effectiveness of the attack
increases with high router cache sizes and decreases with a
high number of honest consumers and an LFU eviction policy
implemented in the router. The round-robin attacker can keep
the router cache largely polluted for almost the whole duration
of the preparation with an initial polluting set smaller than the
router cache size. With respect to the Zipf-like attacker, the
round-robin one needs a higher interest sending rate, which
should be increased even further in case of high number of
honest consumers and should be more then 10 interests/sec in
case of big router cache. A round-robin is not affected by the
cache replacement policy.

Concerning the Phase I, by following our algorithm, the
attacker can determine whether a content is in the router cache
with a precision of 100%, if there are no countermeasures,
and an accuracy drop of 5.5%, if there is a static delay
countermeasure.

B. Proactive Cache Privacy Attack Countermeasures

A simple countermeasure against the proactive CPA could
be the Hop-Count Delay, which consists in estimating the
number of hops h according to the RTT needed to satisfy an
interest. Thus, a router should mimic a “h-hops” variance in
the artificial delay when returning a content. Another possible
countermeasure could be to apply specific per-face delays
when returning cached content, choosing them within a range
around the RTT needed to fetch that specific content in the
first place. However, it might not be effective against the
proactive attack when both the attacker and the victim share
the same interface. Moreover, this countermeasure requires
router to store per-interface state. Finally, even removing the
time component as a fine-grained side-channel, the proactive
attack is still feasible up to some extent. Thus, routers could
add some padding to data packets or use Traffic Morphing
[16], but this would need a thorough evaluation since coarse-
grained information about time might still be available [8].

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a novel proactive CPA in NDN
based on the fundamental in-network caching feature, which
can bypass the existing countermeasures, devised for a reactive
CPA. We broke our novel attack into three separate steps, and
provided empirical evidence for the feasibility of its building
blocks. We, finally, leave room for a full evaluation of this at-
tack, whose Phase II could be probably performed by means of
some statistical traffic analysis or machine learning technique,
as well as the evaluation of the possible countermeasures we
proposed in this paper.
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